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NOFY RAHMAWATI, A320090259. DEADLY COMPETITION REFLECTED 
IN SUZANE COLLINS THE HUNGER GAME NOVEL (2008):  AN 
AMAZONIAN FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE.  
 
 The research is proposed to analyze how the deadly competition is reflected in 
Suzane Collins The Hunger Game by using Amazonian Feminist Approach. The 
research sets two objectives: the first is to analyze the novel in term of structural 
elements, and the second is to analyze the novel based on the Amazon Feminism 
Approach.  
  This study is qualitative study using the novel of Suzanna Collins The  Hunger 
Game as the object of the study. There are two kinds of data source: primary and 
secondary. The primary data source is the text of the novel Suzanna Collins The  
Hunger Game and the secondary data sources are some books and article related to 
the subject. The method of collecting data in the research is library research by 
summarizing, paraphrasing, and documenting the data. In analyzing the data, the 
researcher employs descriptive analysis.  
 The outcome of the study is as follows:  based on the analysis, the researcher 
draws the following conclusions. First, based on the structural analysis of each 
elements, it shows that the character and characterization, setting, plot, point of view, 
style, and theme are related to each other and form a unity of good novel. Second, 
based on the Amazonian Feminist Approach, women can do anything like men do 
care of their children but they can join the deadly competition at the same time. 
 
Keywords: Amazon Feminism, The Hunger Game, An Amazonian Feminst 
Approach                         
